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ABSTRACT 

Big can•rns can be leached out from salt formations. During the leaching process.cold watPr is injected in the cavern through tubing: warmer brine is withdrm:vn thro11ghau ammlar space. Thermal balance is relatively intricate. bPC-1.llS(' salt dissolution ic; anPndothermic process, whereas brine and water exchange heat thrnngh the :-:teel tubinginside the \vell. As a whole. the rock mass is cooler around the cavern after leaching. thanhefore. resulting in a ::,mall reduction of cavern creep. 
INTRODUCTION 

The fundamentals of salt leaching in the context of solution mming have been laiddown by Durie and Jessen (1964a , 1964b), Kazemi and .Jrssen ()<J64). and Sears and.Jessen (1966), who proved that the rate of salt removal from a cavern wall is relatedto the brine concentration in the cavern's main body. Pottier and Esteve (1973) usedthese results to develop a simple model that provides shape variation. brine quality andflow rate versus time. Similar models have been presented by Saberian (1974) and. morerecently, by Gnarascio (1996). Here, we use a simplified version of the Pottier-and-EstPve( 19T3) model adapted for a cylindrical cavern. 
Fluid temperature evolution in petroleum wells has not been given much attention.(A recent interesting exception is the paper by Maury and Guenot. 1995.) Iu the case ofcavern leaching, Kunstman and Urbariczyk (1995) have discussed the main phenomenathat affPct salt and brine temperatures in a cavern and in pipes during dissolution. Inthe following, we adopt a simplified formulation (for a spherical cavern whose volume is equal to the volume of the real cavern) similar to Pottier's, as it is described in j'vfanuel

pour le transport et la distribution du gaz (1985). It allows for calculations of brine androck salt temperature evolutions during solution mining of a cavern. /\. simple estimationof temperature effects on cavern creep rate is also presented. 
MASS BALANCE 

Let c be the brine concentration (i .e., the mass of salt contained in a unit volumedivided by the mass of brine contained in a unit volume) and P& be the brine density. Thebrine density is a function of concentration ( and temperature). For a saturated brine,Pt. :::::; 1200 kg/m3
; for soft water, Pw :::::; 1000 kg/m3

. A simple approximation is sufficientlyaccurate for all practical purposes: 
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{ Pb(c) 
= Pw + Ac

,\ � 738.5 kg/rn3 

The volume of a cylindrical cavern is V = 1r R2 h; the cavern height h is snpposPd to beconstant. for cavern top and cavern bottom are protected from leaching by a fluid blanketand a layer of stratified insolubles, respectively. If c is the average brine couceutration inthe cavern, Pb Ve and PbV(l - c), respectively, stand for the dissolved salt mass and thewater mass contained in the cavern (Figure 1). 
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